
 

PHTCorp has been known to deliver innovative technology for clinical research 

so that new therapies and treatments can be found through easy and accurate 

data collection and review. Based out in Boston, USA, it provides products like 

LogPad, NetPro and others for clinical data collection and PHT integration 

engine, studyworks and smartreports for data management and review. 

 A PHT eCOA/ePRO system allows their clients to gain real-time insights through data collection as well as enables them 

to measure how patients feel and function during the experience. The technology and service provided by PHTCorp, 

helps the pharmaceutical companies to speed up the introduction of new therapies to market which ultimately 

improves the quality of life of similar patients around the world.  

For reasons cited above, more than 100 pharmaceuticals company over the world choose PHT for its clinical research 

programs.  

The Challenge – Why did we do it? 

The complete website of PHTCorp is based on Kentico which is a .Net  based 

content management system. The main essence of this website is its content 

which is segregated across sections which are mainly related to products and 

services, case studies, blog, articles and while papers, videos, news and events, 

press releases and many more informational documents. Kentico is an ideal 

CMS for PHTCorp as it can help them to manage each of this section through 

well defined form fields which can be customized as per the requirements.  

PHTCorp wished to streamline majority of the sections on their website in the sense of how they are accessed in the 

front-end as well as their management from the CMSdesk of Kentico. Apart from the functional requirements, they also 

wanted to improve the overall performance of their website which is the main place to showcase their products and 

services. 

Our Solution – What did we do? 

 

As per the user’s experience and recommendations from their content managers, PHTCorp 

had a list of requirements which included enhancements, improvements as well as some fixes. 

Some of the enhancements were big enough to categorize them into a module development 

in itself.  

As per PHTCorp’s requirements, we did an analysis of each of their requirement some of which were very brief and in 

collaboration with MX Advertising & Consulting LLC we had to ask many questions from PHTCorp to get draft the actual 

requirements with proper application flow. The complete project was managed through Jira with Technousa, MX 

Advertising & Consulting LLC and PHTCorp participating in each discussion so that the task could be completed as soon 

as possible. 

 

 

 

 



Technousa carried out detailed analysis of each point and provided sufficient information so that the Kentico expert 

could work on the requirements and the tester could test it thoroughly and once bug free each solution was deployed 

on clients UAT so it could be approved for production. Even though the requirements were not that complex but 

achieving them through custom programming in Kentico 7.0 involved extensive research by the technical architect to 

find the solution as well as a way to implement it. The Kentico deployment was also a tedious task as most of the 

changes were done through the Kentico site manager and involved detailed steps which were very well documented by 

the development team.  

The project contained numerous points and some of the most significant ones that were worked upon by Technousa are 

mentioned as below: 

 Blog module streamlining which involved complete change in the way it was organized and accessed in the 

front-end. Some points covered under this are: 

 Being able to access blog post by month, author as well as blog post category.  

 Correct working of blog related notifications and blog comments section (with / without moderation).  

 Addition of Meta tags to each blog post. 

 We also produced some training videos for PHTCorp so that they could post ideal blog and blog posts 

without any issues. 

 Fixing of home page design issues as well as creating modules for managing sections like promo boxes, middle 

sections on the home page so that the content could be updated through simple forms rather than creating 

static HTML each time for those sections. 

 Making all pdf content on the website searchable. This involved study of various pdf indexing tools and how to 

integrate them with Kentico. 

 Fixing of breadcrumb navigation throughout all the sections of the website. 

 Synchronization of content like events between client’s dev and production environments as well fixing any 

missing or incorrect content. 

 Creating new pages for mobile apps section, the content for which could be updated through CMS forms which 

were created through custom programming by our Kentico experts. 

 Improving overall performance of the website by working on each performance grade as reported by the ySlow. 

The main improvements that were carried out were to make fewer HTTP requests, minifying JavaScript / CSS 

files, putting JavaScript at the end of each page, gzipping pages and documents etc. Again this involved 

extensive research and testing by the developer to chalk out the best solutions to improve the individual as well 

as overall performance grade of the website.  





Our Process – How did we do it? 

 

 

The Results and the Benefits 

PHTCorp has been very happy with changes as they are now able to manage their content more efficiently as well as 

have been able to provide it to their users in a more streamlined fashion. As they can update content in a timely 

order, the response to their webinars and events has become more positive. The website traffic has increased and 

they now have more sales queries as the overall performance of their website has improved considerably. They do 

not require people with Kentico experience to update the content on their website as the forms available through the 

CMS are simple and self descriptive. With this they are now able to concentrate more on the content related to its 

core products and services and how to offer it to their clients. 



Contact Us 

 

To know how we can do more for your business, contact us at any of the following: 

Company Address 
317,417 Pearl’s Corporate, W Mall, Mangalam Place,  
Sector-3, Rohini, 
New Delhi – 110085. 

 Phone 

India: +91 011 47097432 
            +91 011 47016226 

USA : 001 (716-941-7348) 

UK and Europe: +44-020-3002-7885 

 Email sales@technousa.com 

 

 


